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abstract We present results from four observations of the accreting X-ray pulsar Vela X-1 with the Rossi
X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) in 1996 February.
The light curves show strong pulse to pulse variations, while the average pulse proles are quite stable,
similar to previous results. Below 5 keV thepulseprofilesdisplayacomplex; 5−peakedstructurewithatransitiontoasimple;
We analyze phase-averaged, phase-resolved, and on-pulse minus o-pulse spectra. The best spectral ts
were obtained using continuum models with a smooth high-energy turnover. In contrast, the commonly used
power law with exponential cuto introduced articial features in the t residuals. Using a power law with a
Fermi-Dirac cuto modied by photoelectric absorption and an iron line, the best t spectra are still unac-
ceptable. We interpret large deviations around25 and55 keV asfundamentalandsecondharmoniccyclotronabsorptionl
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